
       

 




Abstract
The identification of Islamic culture is obvious in today's world.

The people and ruler of more than 50 states have been practicing the

teachings of Islam. The presence of Muslims rulers and citizens actually

indicates that the experiences of implementation of Islamic laws and

regulation must be taken. For instance, the performance of

worship,following the orders and openly expression of beliefs are real

time example can be observed. Since the existence of Islamic state is

justified, the another issue of formation of a system of governance is

society comes after.

 Despite the brightest example of political practice of

Muhammad and later the Caliphate as the perfect political system,

Muslims did not agree on single consolidated system. The process

continues today, neither Muslim states look like of the Medina nor

there is any example of same conduct of Caliphate in practice. Despite

the clear signs of integrated political system in Quran, Sunnah and

Companions, the contemporary Islamic states have their own political

system. Some of them follow democracy, other enjoy dictatorship,

most accepts monarchy, and rest kingdoms thus It is difficult to explain

which of those political systems is best to practice that depicts the

resemblance to the state of Medina and Caliphate. The study is an

attempt to debt on the role of ruling in Islamic countres.

Key word:Caliphah,Caliphate,Islamic culture,Muslims  

rulers,Islamic law,political system,Quranic political system,Muslim

states, democracy,    
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